Attachment I
Data Formatting

All data should be submitted in a .csv (comma-delimited) format. The sheets in the workbook provide a template for how the tables
should be designed.
The required format for the entries in each column/field is indicated in the instructions for each sheet. Column entries in bold red indicate
that the Company should enter only one of the possible entries listed for that column. No other entries should be entered.
Data for all of the tables should be submitted on a periodic basis as specified in the instructions in individual tables.

Formatting Instructions

"TWC Maxx Data" Table
For each zip code "plus four" identified in the Company's response to Request 2(a), please provide the TWC Maxx data by "plus-four" zip codes requested
in the table below as of August 2015.
Column

Variable Name

A

zip_plusfour

B

Format
Text

Possible Entries/
Example Entries

Description

20427-0012

Five-digit zip code (with leading zeros), followed by four-digit extension (with leading zeros) and separated
by hyphen

zip_plusfour_homes_passed Integer

1000

Total number of homes passed in zip code-plus-four area

C

maxx_upgrade

Integer

0, 1, -2

Whether conversion to TWC Maxx has begun in the zip code-plus-four area (1) or not (0) (-2 if there are no
plans for this area to be converted to TWC Maxx)

D

maxx_date_begin

Text YYYY_DD_MM

2014_01_01 to
Date at which conversion to TWC Maxx is (was) scheduled to begin in this zip code-plus-four area (-2 if there
2018_31_12 or -2 are no plans for this area to be converted to TWC Maxx)

E

maxx_date_end

Text YYYY_DD_MM

2014_01_01 to
Date at which conversion to TWC Maxx ended in this zip code-plus-four area (-2 if there are no plans for this
2018_31_12 or -2 area to be converted to TWC Maxx)

F

maxx_conversion_time

Integer

90, -1, -2, -3

Length of time (in days) it took to complete TWC Maxx conversion in this zip code-plus-four (-1 if conversion
has yet to begin, -2 if area not currently scheduled to be converted at this time; if -3 process remains
ongoing)

G

maxx_conversion_share

Decimal

11.41

Final percentage of homes in zip code-plus-four area that are scheduled to be converted to TWC Maxx

H

maxx_conversion_count

Integer

90

Total number of homes that have been upgraded to TWC Maxx in zip code-plus-four area as of August 31,
2015.
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Attachment I: Template for "TWC Maxx Data" Table
For each zip code "plus four" identified in the Company's response to Request 2(a), please provide the TWC Maxx data by "plus-four" zip codes requested in the table below as of August 2015.
Notes: Columns A through H define unique records in this data.
zip_plusfour

zip_plusfour_homes_passed

maxx_upgrade

maxx_date_begin

maxx_date_end

maxx_conversion_time

maxx_conversion_share

maxx_conversion_count

20427-0012

1000

1

2014_11_12

2015_31_1

90

11.42

90

TWC Maxx Data Template
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